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SUMMARY
Obtaining attribute values of non-chosen alternatives in a revealed preference context is challenging because non-
chosen alternative attributes are unobserved by choosers, chooser perceptions of attribute values may not reflect
reality, existing methods for imputing these values suffer from shortcomings, and obtaining non-chosen attribute
values is resource intensive. This paper presents a unique Bayesian (multiple) Imputation Multinomial Logit
model that imputes unobserved travel times and distances of non-chosen travel modes based on random draws
from the conditional posterior distribution of missing values. The calibrated Bayesian (multiple) Imputation
Multinomial Logit model imputes non-chosen time and distance values that convincingly replicate observed
choice behavior. Although network skims were used for calibration, more realistic data such as supplemental geo-
graphically referenced surveys or stated preference datamay be preferred. Themodel is ideally suited for imputing
variation in intrazonal non-chosen mode attributes and for assessing the marginal impacts of travel policies, pro-
grams, or prices within traffic analysis zones. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
KEY WORDS: multinomial logit; choice models; imputation; synthesized data; Bayesian methods; missing
data analysis; unobserved choice attributes
1. INTRODUCTION
Obtaining reliable information on travel mode attribute values in revealed preference surveys is time
consuming, resource intensive, yet necessary for estimating useful choice models. Obtaining attribute
values of non-chosen travel modes is particularly challenging. First, non-chosen mode attributes are
often unobserved by choosers over the course of 1-day to 3-day travel surveys. Second, chooser
perceptions of mode attribute values, such as travel time or distance, may not correspond with reality.
Finally, the methods for obtaining or imputing these values have varying degrees of inaccuracy,
resource demands, and defensibility.
In practice, five approaches have been used for obtaining information on non-chosen alternative
attribute values (adapted from [1]). Perhaps the most commonly practiced approach is to use network
skim values obtained from transportation planning models and use these forecasted attribute values (by
origin-destination [O-D] pair) to impute unobserved attributes in the survey. Skims are generated to
determine the cost of travel (e.g., time, distance) on the “cheapest” route from zone i to zone j. The
skims are based on the computation of the minimum time paths between zones based on free-flow link
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speeds. The skims generated are then blended using weighted averages to replicate the actual costs or
travel times. The problems with this approach include lack of sufficient sample sizes for certain O-D
pairs by mode (e.g., [2]), lack of resolution within a Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) (e.g., the bus travel
time within a TAZ is assumed constant, whereas there can be tremendous variability in walk times
within a TAZ, especially in suburban and rural TAZs), and lack of dynamic realism regarding
congestion effects on travel time by time of day (e.g., traditional peak and off-peak assignments
capture two time of day congestion effects).
A second approach involves imputing unobserved attribute values with the average attribute values
of observed alternatives. A major limitation of this approach is that sample sizes may be quite small or
even non-existent for calculating certain O-D pairs—a network with 500 zone centroids for example,
has 998 000 one-way peak period travel times to estimate in a modest four mode choice context
(500*499*4). Moreover, imputed values are constant within an O-D pair, as travel times or distances
within a TAZ are not differentiated. This method also does not preserve the variance in the underlying
variable and as such produces inconsistent estimates [3].
A third method involves sampling across the distribution of choosers to identify respondents having
chosen multiple alternatives and substituting the means of the observed sample attributes for non-
observed alternatives. For example, a person observed to take both auto and bus (on say different days
of a multiday travel diary) will inform bus attributes for those who only took auto but not bus in the
same O-D pairs. Again, samples may be small or not exist for many O-D pairs, thus leaving the analyst
to amend the approach with exogenous information. A fourth approach involves the use of stated non-
chosen attribute values, based on the notion that capturing perceptual data yields realistic behavioral
models that represent the choice context in which choices are made. The limitations of the stated
attribute approach include increased respondent load, and the significant challenges associated with
forecasting future perceptions needed to support transportation planning activities. For example,
how does one forecast what high occupancy vehicle travel time will be perceived to be across
individuals in the future?
A proposed fifth approach presented in this paper is to synthesize the data using known exogenous
information such as travel distances or other sociodemographic characteristics and to condition the
synthesized data on these constraints. The Bayesian Imputation Multinomial Logit (BI-MNL) method,
described in this paper, incorporates elements of Bayes’ theorem, the multinomial logit choice model,
and sampling-based estimation to synthesize or impute unobserved data. The approach is motivated by
a desire to (1) reduce the reliance of model calibration on network skim values and their noted
limitations; (2) to obtain within-zone variation in unobserved attributes, such as travel times by
walking, which may be important to assess policies and programs that may differentially impact
travelers within a zone; and (3) to provide a robust analytical alternative to imputation-based
approaches. The decision to use this approach, compared with say using network skims, would be
influenced by the intended use of such data, the technical capabilities of modeling staff, and the benefit
to the user of within-zone accuracy improvements.
Thus, the aim of this research is to develop and demonstrate the feasibility and advantages of
imputing non-chosen travel mode attribute values using a relatively small calibration sample of
complete data. An explicit advantage of this approach over the previously described approaches is
the ability to impute within-zone variation in unobserved mode attributes. To estimate the BI-MNL
model, a calibration sample is exploited to determine priors and constraints. Three types of information
derived from the calibration sample are exploited: descriptive statistics of chosen and non-chosen
modes; classical MNL coefficients and marginal rates of substitution, and observed correlation among
the mode choice attributes. The proposed approach offers several advantages over alternative
approaches, which serve as motives for the approach: (1) it captures within TAZ variation in
unobserved mode attributes; (2) unobserved mode attributes can be forecasted; (3) it can be accom-
plished using a relatively small calibration data; (4) it does not require an increase in survey
respondent load; (5) the approach is relatively inexpensive compared with costs of collecting data;
and (6) it may be more accurate than alternative approaches, as it takes into account the non-ignorable
nature of the missing data (see following section) and captures within-zone attribute value variation.
Figure 1 provides a flowchart of the BI-MNL model to serve the reader throughout the ensuing
discussion. The solid boxes on the left of the figure represent the major activities that would be
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undertaken in practice to implement the BI-MNL for forecasting purposes, whereas the supplemental
dashed boxes on the right identify activities described in the paper to develop, demonstrate, and test the BI-
MNL. Thus, the activities described on the left represent intended end-user activities, whereas the activities
on the right represent additional activities the authors undertook to demonstrate and test the viability of the
BI-MNL model.
In addition, six key concepts are presented throughout the remainder of this paper with the intent to
highlight fundamental ideas and objectives of the BI-MNL model and to increase the accessibility of
the material to a broad audience.
2. MISSING DATA PROBLEMS AND IMPUTATION
Missing data problems are not new and have captured the attention of statisticians for some time. In
general, data are said to be missing completely at random (MCAR) when “missingness” (a word
adopted by statisticians to denote the mechanism responsible for an observation’s omission) is not a
function of observed or unobserved variables, missing at random (MAR) when missing data are
functions of observed variables (exogenous), and non-ignorable when missing data are functions of
unobserved (endogenous) variables [4]. When data are MAR, Rubin [4] showed that likelihood-based
inference does not require a model for the missing data mechanism. With several continuous indepen-
dent variables, one or more subject to incomplete observation, a commonly used imputation model is
the multivariate normal under a MAR assumption [5].
Imputing or synthesizing values of non-chosen mode choice attributes is a missing data problem. In
contrast to MCAR and MAR, missing travel mode attributes are a function of their unobserved status
and non-ignorable. For instance, unobserved bus travel time may be because of an unobserved
preference for the auto, the lack of knowledge of a nearby bus stop, or an unobserved need to link trip
purposes—all of which are unobserved (presumably). For non-ignorable missingness mechanisms, it is
necessary to set up a model for the response mechanism as well as for the data themselves [6]. For ex-
ample, in a mode choice data set, a missingness model of non-ignorable missing travel time for a
non-chosen mode (i′) may be a function of the chosen mode travel time, ratio of travel time of
non-chosen mode to chosen mode for other travelers, etc. It is quite reasonable to expect that this
missingness model may produce data that are consistent with perceived attribute values,
especially if a defensible model of the missingness mechanism is established. In keeping, the
primary objective of this research is to establish a multivariate model of missingness for
unobserved mode choice attribute values, with the intent to reliably estimate missing values.
Select or generate calibration sample 
of complete mode choice data from 
region of interest (household survey, 
stated preference data, etc.)
Estimate MNL on calibration sample to 
obtain priors: marginal rates of 
substitution, parameter values, 
correlations, means, etc. 
Calibrate BI-MNL model using priors 
Impute unobserved attribute values 
for entire sample of travelers 
Small sample of network skim 
data used for calibration
Compare imputed 
attribute values to 
complete network skim 
database to assess BI-MNL 
Performance 
Quantify performance of BI-MNL
Use completed choice dataset to 
assess policy scenarios and options
Figure 1. Flowchart of Bayesian Imputation Multinomial Logit (BI-MNL) model implementation steps for
practice (solid boxes and arrows) and BI-MNL model development and testing steps (dashed boxes and arrows).
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Research on missing data problems in travel time studies and travel behavior is relatively rare.
Datla et al. [7] applied k-nearest neighbor nonparametric regression to impute holiday traffic,
whereas Wang et al. [8] applied multiple imputation and nearest-neighbor methods to estimate
travel times. Zhao and Chung [9] emphasize the need to develop data imputation techniques to
support a variety of land use and travel behavior forecasting models. Jou et al. [2] applied the
Deming-Stephan proportional fitting procedure to overcome problems with missing data in O-D
matrices—an application that emphasizes the problem with using network skims from O-D
matrices to impute non-chosen attribute values, as discussed previously. Steimetz and Browstone
[10] illustrated the value of multiple imputation compared with single imputation approaches by
examining the value of commuters’ travel time savings (VTTS). They used a conditional logit
mode choice model to examine the VTTS on mode choice; however, their approach applied
the choice model to examine VTTS, not to synthesize or impute data, as is the objective of this
research. Brownstone [3], using a choice model of occupational code (job changes), illustrates an
example of multiple imputation of job changes. Finally, Brownstone and Golob [11] used multi-
ple imputation to synthesize the number of employees at worksites (which was 30% unreported
in the sample) needed to estimate reliable choice models of drive alone and carpool behavior.
As such, merging the concepts of multiple imputation, missing data, and choice modeling has
been applied by relatively few researchers, albeit for solving important missing data problems,
leaving considerable room for advances in this growing area of interest.
3. THE BAYESIAN IMPUTATION MULTINOMIAL LOGIT MODEL
The BI-MNL model developed in this section is unique and directly addresses a missing data problem
in travel behavior research.
The BI-MNL is implemented using Bayes’ theorem (also Bayes’ rule), which combines current
sample data with prior information regarding parameter values to obtain posterior probabilities of
parameter values. In mathematical form, Bayes’ theorem relates the posterior probability of
parameters taking on specific values given data P(b|data) to the product of the likelihood
P(data|b) and prior P(b) divided by the marginal probability of the data.
P bð jdataÞ ¼ P datað jbÞP bð Þ=P datað Þ (1)
In the BI-MNL model, the data refer to observed and unobserved mode attributes and choices,
whereas the parameters b correspond with a variety of parameters of interest such as mean travel
times and marginal rates of substitution. Prior to describing the BI-MNL in greater detail, it is
first necessary to examine the classical MNL, which lies at its core.
Predictors of choice for mode choice set i = 1, 2, . . ., J in the MNL model may include social
and demographic characteristics of individuals n = 1, 2, 3, . . ., M, Xn (such as age, gender,
household income), attributes of alternative i, Ai (such as the seating capacity of a bus), and
attributes of an alternative specific to an individual Cin (such as travel cost for mode i and
traveler n). Traveler utility functions consist of deterministic and random components of utility
or attractiveness of alternatives,
Uin ¼ Vin þ ein ¼ Xnbþ Ai’þ Cingþ ein (2)
where Uin is the total utility of alternative i and chooser n, and Vin =Xnb+Aiw+Cing reflects the
deterministic aspects of utility measured by vectors Xn, Cin, and Ai. A traveler’s or chooser’s
Key Concept #1: The justification or motivation for the BI-MNL model is to obtain reliable
(posterior) estimates of the values of the “missing” or unobserved mode attributes by exploiting
a priori information on a subset of travelers regarding mode choices and characteristics.
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selection of travel mode, Yin, is said to correspond with a maximum utility decision with Uin =
max(U1n, U2n, . . ., UJn), whereas the ein represent the random unobserved components of utility.
The BI-MNL model is developed by exploiting the choice structure of the MNL model, by placing
priors on the estimated coefficient vectors b, w, and g during estimation, and by drawing multiple
samples (imputations) using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling. Important in BI-MNL
model specification, recall that mode choice alternatives are indexed i = 1, 2, . . ., J. Suppose chooser
n selects mode i= k (say bus), then a subset of all possible modes consisting of non-chosen modes
exists such that I′= 1, . . ., k 1, k + 1, . . ., J, where i′ represents the index over which the chosen travel
mode is excluded, i 6¼ k (for convenience throughout, it is assumed that chooser n makes one mode
choice i = k; however, it is recognized that more than one mode can be chosen and easily accommo-
dated with enhancements to notation). As such, Ai′ and Ci′n are vectors of unobserved alternative
and individual-specific alternative attributes, respectively.
With the necessary notation and fundamentals in place, a stark contrast can be drawn between the
traditional MNL model used to model choice outcomes and the BI-MNL model used to impute
missing data values in a choice data set.
Unobserved attributes in the BI-MNL model are obtained by assigning informative priors, which are
derived from exogenous data. The model is estimated using MCMC methods or sampling-based
estimation (see [12], 2002, [13]). Sampling-based estimation requires that the model and priors are
structured in terms of well-defined sampling distributions.
The generic structure of the MCMC BI-MNL model is given as follows:












Vin ¼ Xnbþ Aiwþ Cing (6)
where Yin is multinomial distributed and Pin is the probability that choice i is selected by chooser n, and
all other terms are as defined previously. Deterministic utility is a function of observed attributes of the
chosen mode and non-observed attributes, as shown in Equation (5). Parameter vectors w, and g can be
estimated either by mode (e.g., a cost coefficient for J-1 modes) or as generic (see [1,14]).
Equations (3) through (5) represent the general BI-MNL model form. That is, data generated by the
BI-MNL model are consistent with a MNL-modeled choice process. The use of Bayesian priors,
importantly, is key to both BI-MNL model formulation and understanding, and thus requires careful
explanation and illustration.
Key Concept #2: The classical MNL model is used to predict or explain choice outcome Uin by
making inferences on parameter vectors b, w, and g conditioned on chooser attributes Xn, alterna-
tive attributes Ai, and chooser-alternative attributes Cin. Interest is focused on the roles of the Xn,
Ai, and Cin (through their respective coefficients) in explaining or predicting observed choice be-
havior.The BI-MNL model is used to impute non-chosen and thus unobserved attribute values Ai’n
and Ci’n conditioned on parameter vectors b, w, and g, which are assigned informative priors
based on observed data Xn, Ai, Cin, and mode choice Yin. Inference is focused on imputing missing
values of the unobserved data in the choice process.
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Priors needed for the BI-MNL model include marginal rates of substitution and estimated
coefficients from a classical MNL model estimated on the calibration sample, in addition to descriptive
statistics on the calibration sample. The marginal rate of substitution pRS between variables R and S is














is the mean ratio of estimated parameters of variables R and
S, and ŝθRS is the estimated standard error of
θR
θS
. Marginal rates of substitution represent average utility
tradeoffs among predictor variables found in Xn, Ai, and Cin. Their use is predicated on the notion that
marginal rates of substitution reflect the average willingness of consumers to trade off one attribute for
another in the sample, and that preserving these utility tradeoffs is also important in replicating data
appropriately. For example, if the average traveler in the random calibration sample is willing to trade
$2.50 in order to avoid each 10minutes of bus delay, then this information is important for imputing
realistic bus travel times and fares and provides useful information on the relative utility of travel cost
and bus wait time.




is an assumption that is true only in
limited circumstances, and often, this ratio is ill-defined within infinite variance. For example,
Marsaglia [15] showed that despite that no theoretical moments exist, many ratios of normal variates
in practice can themselves be taken as approximately normally distributed. He further shows that when
the denominator in the ratio is not expected to approach zero and certain reasonable conditions are
imposed, the ratios are indeed approximately normal. Daly et al. [16] and Marsaglia [15] highlight that




is not well behaved and has no
moments. One solution Daly et al. propose, although not optimal for various reasons described in their
paper, is to arbitrarily truncate or censor the denominator to exclude zero such that a variance can be
defined. This is essentially the approach taken in this research, whereby the variances of the marginal
rates of substitution are arbitrarily constrained to be finite.
Parameters from the MNL model are also used as priors in the BI-MNL model, such that a prior is
placed on the parameter for variable R such that
θR  N θ̂R; ŝθRð Þ
 
(8)
where θ̂R is the estimated mean parameter value associated with variable R and ŝθR is the estimated
standard deviation of θR. As is explained later, judicious use of constraints on absolute values of
parameters is necessary because of the ambiguity of absolute parameter values but necessary for
BI-MNL model calibration.
Key Concept #3: Bayesian priors are used to constrain and influence imputed choice attribute
values. For the BI-MNL model to be useful in practice, priors are extracted from statistics and
modeling results from a calibration sample, which may be a prior survey (e.g., a prior household
travel survey in the region), or supplemental traveler interviews, surveys, etc. The priors obtained
from the calibration sample include marginal rates of substitution, estimated coefficients, and
simple descriptive statistics such as means and ratios. In the proof of concept provided herein,
the calibration sample is a subsample of network skim data—suboptimal in practice because of
the averaging within zones and large variances as a function of zone size—but sufficient to demon-
strate the BI-MNLs ability to replicate calibration data. This research leaves as future discussion the
relative merits of various data sets for BI-MNL model calibration.
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Priors for imputed attribute values are also derived from descriptive statistics on the calibration
sample. To illustrate, suppose chooser n is observed taking auto and not observed taking the bus,
and so bus travel time TTi¼2′;n
 
is imputed (note the prime here refers to a single non-chosen mode,
in contrast to the prime on i applied previously that refers to the index over all non-chosen travel
modes). Priors derived from the calibration sample are placed on the unobserved auto travel time
sampling distribution by sampling from a normal distribution with mean equal to the observed auto
travel time (TTi= 1, n) or traveler n multiplied by the ratio of average travel times for non-chosen bus
and chosen auto across travelers in the calibration sample. In equation form,





















The statisticsf̂TTz′ :1, t̂TTz and m̂TTz are derived from the calibration sample, where both observed and
unobserved attribute values are known. To illustrate numerically, suppose a traveler is observed taking
60minutes to drive an auto to work. His or her bus travel time is unknown and imputed. Suppose fur-
ther that in a random calibration sample of travelers in the region, the average travel time for observed
auto users was 30minutes, whereas the average travel time for people declining to take the bus was
35minutes, or f̂TTz′ :1 ¼ 35=30. Suppose that the standard deviation of bus travel times of people in
the calibration sample who declined to take the bus was t̂TTz ¼ 10. From this, a prior is placed on im-
puted bus travel time for this traveler such that TTi¼2′;n  N 6035=30; 10ð Þ½ .
The final prior in the BI-MNL model is used to influence the correlation between imputed attributes
because attribute values in practice are correlated (e.g., consider unobserved time and distance
attributes). The covariance matrix is the obvious candidate to obtain priors for multiple imputed
unobserved attributes. It is quite likely, however, to over-identify the model system by applying too
many constraints on covariances, resulting in a BI-MNL model that does not converge.
To avoid model identifiability problems, an alternative approach to specifying a prior on the full
covariance matrix is to develop regression equations between variables. Using this approach, a regression
equation is developed between times and distances, which are correlated in the calibration sample. Using
a single regression equation reduces the risk of specifying an un-identifiable model system but fails to
replicate all covariances in the calibration sample (e.g., imputed travel time and household income). In
the regression approach, traveler ns unobserved value of attributeR (e.g., travel time) is a linear (quadratic,
nonlinear, etc.) function of the unobserved value of attribute S (e.g., travel cost), such that
Rn ¼ aþ dSn þ en (13)
In Equation (13), a and d are estimated empirically using the calibration sample, and en is assumed
to be normally distributed across choosers. Applying this equation to influence the relationship be-
tween imputed attributes requires priors on a, d, and e such that correlation in the calibration sample
is preserved.
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The BI-MNLmodel developed and described in this research is implemented usingMCMC sampling
based estimation and the Gibbs sampler. Sampling-based estimation differs from maximum likelihood
estimation in the following way. Monte Carlo methods use computational algorithms that generate
repeated random (or pseudo-random) samples from known distributions, such as the multivariate
normal or binomial. Statistics such as parameter estimates are computed based on the samples gen-
erated rather than solving a function, such as least squares or maximum likelihood. The task for
MCMC-based estimation, then, is to construct a statistical model such that the appropriate sampling
distributions are specified, can be sampled, and then statistics from them obtained.
The MCMC estimation yields multiple imputations of all parameters obtained from the BI-MNL model;
however, only themeans of parameters are reported here.MCMCmethods also require assessment ofmodel
convergence, model fit, and model identifiability as described in the study conducted by Congdon
[12,17,13]. Further details of these issues and the MCMC approach are omitted for brevity; however, these
issues were addressed as is done in standard practice. Readers wishing additional details on Bayesian
approaches and estimation considerations should consult Gelman et al. [18], those wishing additional details
on MCMC methods should consult Gilks et al. [19] and Brooks and Roberts [20], and those interested on
additional details on the Gibbs sampler should consult Robert and Casella [21].
Finally, it should be noted that other model forms could be used to structure prediction of choice
outcomes, such as the nested and mixed logit models; however, the MNL model is known for
performing well when errors are identically and independently distributed. The alternative models
are more complex and left for potential future research.
4. DATA DESCRIPTION AND IDENTIFICATION OF BAYESIAN PRIORS
The Maricopa Regional Household Travel Survey (MRHTS) data from 2001 are used to develop and
illustrate the BI-MNL model described previously [22]. The MRHTS is a revealed choice survey of
households in Maricopa County, Arizona, and consists of 4018 households and 10 030 household
members within Maricopa County and a small portion of Pinal County that contains the city of Apache
Junction. To facilitate this analysis, a subsample of data was used on 1587 household members
observed during their work commute with four mode choices: single occupant vehicle (SOV), high
occupant vehicle (HOV), transit, and non-motorized (NM) modes.
Priors needed for the BI-MNL model are those that influence the relationship between travel choices
and choice trade-offs of the population, as described previously. To obtain these priors, a classical
MNL model is estimated using the calibration sample described previously. Descriptive statistics of
the MRHTS calibration sample are shown in Table I. Travel times in minutes range between a
Key Concept #4: The priors described in this section collectively constrain and influence the BI-
MNL model such that imputed unobserved attribute values follow distributions with parameters
similar to those of the calibration sample, corrected for their unobserved status and for correlation
present in the observed calibration data.
Key Concept #5: The BI-MNL model is demonstrated using the MRHTS data set. It is a data set
of 1587 household member commute trips, with unobserved mode choice attributes obtained from
network skim values (see Introduction). The validation exercise implemented here employs a ran-
dom calibration sample of M = 517 (about a third) to obtain priors and then applies the BI-MNL
model to predict non-chosen modes for the remaining sample of 1070 household members (where
the unobserved attribute values are assumed to be missing). Because the unobserved mode attri-
butes of these 1070 household members are actually known, an assessment of how well the BI-
MNL model performs at imputed attribute values is conducted. In practice, however, the analyst
would apply the BI-MNL model on a data set where unobserved attribute values are not known
with intent to forecast current or future values of unobserved mode attributes. The focus here is
not on the data themselves but the methodology developed to impute non-chosen mode attributes.
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minimum of less than a minute (NM) to more than 175minutes (transit), whereas commute distances
ranged from 1/10 of a mile to over 81miles.
The MNL model parameter estimates based on the calibration sample are shown in Table II. The
objective of this MNL model is to yield parameters that will serve as priors in the BI-MNL model.
Because travel times and distances will be imputed for all modes and for a variety of travelers, an effort
is made to include variables in the MNL model that reflect all modes and a wide range of traveler
characteristics. Moreover, type I risk threshold was set to 15% (a = 0.15, t= 1.42) because of the
intended use of this model—to predict unobserved values. In other words, policy decisions will not
be based on these parameters, but instead, they are used to assist in the prediction of unobserved
behavior—thus arguing for a lenient alpha. As shown in the table, all coefficient signs are plausible
and make reasonable sense in the travel choice context. As it turns out, most t-ratios are 2 or greater.
The bolded variables shown in Table II were applied as priors in the BI-MNL model. Not all
estimated coefficients are used as priors; however, many are used so that imputed attribute values
are consistent with the choice preferences reflected in the calibration sample. All priors on MNL
coefficients and marginal rates of substitution were assumed to be normally distributed. Asymptotic
theory suggests that coefficients of MNL models are asymptotically normal, whereas the ratio of
two normally distributed variables is more unpredictable—sometimes being approximately normal
Table I. Descriptive statistics of 517 working household members from Maricopa Regional Household Travel
Survey.
Variable name Minimum Maximum Mean Standard deviation
Age of the household member 16.000 99.000 41.220 12.879
Number of vehicles in household 0.000 7.000 1.895 0.938
Number of bicycles in household 0.000 8.000 1.119 1.393
Household size 1.000 8.000 2.823 1.442
Number of workers in household 1.000 5.000 1.793 0.744
Single occupant vehicle travel time (minutes) 2.509 99.420 18.946 10.378
High occupant vehicle travel time (minutes) 2.509 98.810 18.118 9.468
Transit travel time (minutes) 1.500 155.700 33.295 22.713
Non-motorized travel time (minutes) 0.821 176.905 25.564 34.636
Commute distance (miles) 0.110 81.780 10.617 8.358






Alternative specific constant for single occupant vehicle 0.4431 0.7916
Alternative specific constant for high occupant vehicle 1.5040 1.1240
Alternative specific constant for Transit 0.0476 1.5840
Number of vehicles in household, specific to single occupant vehicle 2.1872 0.4120
Number of vehicles in household, specific to high occupant vehicle 1.0770 0.4650
Single occupant vehicle travel time (minutes) 0.0778 0.0409
High occupant vehicle travel time (minutes) 0.0855 0.0530
Transit travel time (minutes) 0.1340 0.0590
Number of workers in household, specific to high occupant vehicle 0.9100 0.3180
Number of workers in household, specific to Transit 1.0590 0.4780
White ethnicity (indicator), specific to high occupant vehicle 0.8760 0.4850
Low income status (indicator), specific to Transit 1.1200 0.6680
Commute distance, specific to non-motorized 0.2120 0.0890
Number of bikes in household, specific to non-motorized 0.4540 0.2290
*Single occupant vehicle travel time/high occupant vehicle travel time 0.909 |0.909|/20
*Transit travel time/non-motorized commute distance 0.632 |0.632|/20
*Number of vehicles (high occupant vehicle)/number of workers (Transit) 1.010 |1.010|/20
*Number of bikes (non-motorized modes)/number of workers
(high occupant vehicle)
0.498 |0.498|/20
*ASC Alternative specific constant single occupant vehicle/ASC Transit 9.036 |-9.036|/20
*These parameters are the sampled ratios of two model parameters.
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distributed [14], whereas other times being ill defined and without finite moments [14,15]. As de-
scribed later, steps are taken to prevent ill-behaved distributes of marginal rates of substitution.
Because the objective of the BI-MNL model is to predict realistic Xs consistent with observed
choice behavior and inherent variation in these Xs, calibration of model error is necessary so that
unexplained choice behavior in the sample is preserved. As such, the analyst may not have control over
what variables need to be imputed, and therefore must develop a BI-MNL model that exploits the
existing data and choice relationship within the data—resulting in constraints on both the deterministic
relationship between variables and the stochastic nature of decision making in the sample.
The most straightforward calibration metric to preserve choice certainty for a fixed data set and
model specification is the log likelihood. To assist in model calibration, the standard errors of the priors
used in the BI-MNL are adjusted as needed to produce a MNL model with equivalent log likelihood as
observed in the calibration sample. In other words, the imputed choice data should reflect the same
level of certainty as the calibration data. Relatively smaller standard errors of parameters suggest
greater certainty in choice, whereas relatively larger standard errors suggest less certainty in choice
(with respect to a specific variable). In the specification here, the log-likelihood value for the MNL
model with imputed data was 453.56, whereas the log-likelihood of the MNL model with skim data
was 468.86. The slight improvement of the BI- MNL model is justified because imputed time and
distance vary within a TAZ, whereas time and distance determined via network skim values are
constant within a TAZ (e.g., everyone living within a TAZ traveling to another TAZ is assumed to
have the same travel time if taking a bus) thus increasing error and reducing fit.
When imputed times and distances are more consistent with observed choices in the calibration
sample, a smaller log-likelihood is obtained. Conversely, if imputed times and distances are less
consistent with observed choices (than observed in the calibration sample) then standard errors are
too large and must be reduced to properly calibrate the BI-MNL log likelihood. This model calibration
process is iterative much like all statistical modeling, where the “best fit” model is obtained through
trial and error.
Additional priors needed in the BI-MNL model are those that influence the distributions of imputed
values—as it is undesirable to predict travel times and distances outside the ranges observed in the
exogenous sample. These Bayesian priors are extracted from the descriptive statistics for the chosen
and the non-chosen alternatives of household members in the calibration sample.
Descriptive statistics of the calibration sample of 517 household members are shown for chosen and
non-chosen alternatives in Table III. The tables show that chosen and non-chosen attribute values
Table III. Descriptive statistics of chosen and non-chosen modes.
Chosen mode attributes
Variable name Minimum Maximum mc Standard deviation
Non-motorized travel time 0.823 177.278 20.645 35.668
Single occupant vehicle travel time 2.635 59.920 15.870 9.531
High occupant vehicle travel time 3.214 38.150 17.653 10.482
Transit travel time 14.344 37.000 23.319 6.035
Non-motorized commute distance 0.130 28.010 3.262 5.636
Single occupant vehicle commute distance 0.255 53.280 10.620 7.786
High occupant vehicle commute distance 0.405 29.590 10.800 9.708
Transit commute distance 0.540 50.480 13.028 12.516
Minimum Maximum mnc Standard deviation
Non-motorized travel time 1.614 337.215 67.810 51.244
Single occupant vehicle travel time 2.612 55.890 18.840 12.209
High occupant vehicle travel time 2.612 56.110 17.715 9.053
Transit travel time 11.900 118.000 29.418 9.571
Non-motorized commute distance 0.255 53.280 10.714 8.097
Single occupant vehicle commute distance 0.130 50.480 8.570 10.039
High occupant vehicle commute distance 0.130 53.280 10.313 8.064
Transit commute distance 0.130 53.280 10.248 7.965
c indicates chosen; nc, non-chosen.
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differ, as expected. Note that these are not paired comparisons—those who took transit in the sample
had longer average transit distances (13.28miles) than those who rejected this mode (10.28miles).
In practice, the analyst will not know the absolute values of chosen and non-chosen parameter
values a priori, and of course, MNL models are postulated on utility differences. As a result, the values
in Table III are not ideal for informing priors in the BI-MNL model. Instead, Table IV lists the ratio of
chosen to non-chosen attribute values from the calibration sample. These ratios are more transferable
to a future sample of choosers with unknown absolute values of attributes. For example, it is easier to
defend a 1.187 prior on the ratio of imputed chosen to non-chosen SOV travel times than to place a
15.87-minute prior on the mean of chosen SOV travel times. Ratios are also more consistent with
utility theory, as it is the relative attractiveness of alternatives that is important in choice making. As
a result, the phi values in Table IV are used to inform priors in the BI-MNL model. These prior values
suggest that the observed distributions of times and distances for chosen alternatives are multiplied by
a constant (with some variation) to obtain the distributions of non-chosen times and distances.
The final priors needed to calibrate the BI-MNL model are used to influence the relationship
between imputed time and distance. This is necessary—especially in this specific case—because time
and distance are correlated in the true population, and ignoring this correlation will result in unrealistic
imputed values. In fact, when this is ignored in the imputation model, time and distance are nearly
orthogonal. Recall that an analyst may not have influence over what attributes are being collected in
a travel survey, and so correlated attributes are certainly possible, even though they are less than ideal
and can create challenges in analysis and modeling.
The empirical relationships between observed time and distance across choosers in the sample for
the travel NM, SOV, HOV, and transit modes are shown in Figure 2. In estimating this BI-MNL
model, (travel) time is modeled as a function of (travel) distance (see Equation (14)). The four
empirically derived equations corresponding to priors assigned to NM, SOV, HOV, and transit mode
times are given by:
timeNM ¼ 6:329 distNMð Þ (14)
timeSOV ¼ 0:0008 distSOVð Þ3  0:067 distSOVð Þ2 þ 2:567 distSOVð Þ þ 0:144 (15)
timeHOV ¼ 0:0009 distHOVð Þ3  0:0757 distHOVð Þ2 þ 2:577 distHOVð Þ þ 0:1497 (16)
timeTransit ¼ 0:008 distTransitð Þ3  0:425 distTransitð Þ2 þ 6:795 distTransitð Þ þ 0:3053 (17)
These polynomial expressions are used to assign priors on imputed time across modes. These
empirically derived forms were chosen over perhaps more theoretically motivated relationships for
Table IV. Ratio priors (phi) used to inform the Bayesian Imputation Multinomial Logit.
Variable name mc mnc phi = mnc/mc
Non-motorized travel time 20.645 67.810 3.285
Single occupant vehicle travel time 15.870 18.840 1.187
High occupant vehicle travel time 17.653 17.715 1.004
Transit travel time 23.319 29.418 1.262
Non-motorized commute distance 3.262 10.714 3.284
Single occupant vehicle commute distance 10.620 8.570 0.807
High occupant vehicle commute distance 10.800 10.313 0.955
Transit commute distance 13.028 10.248 0.787
c indicates chosen; nc, non-chosen.
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several reasons. First, nonlinearities, although slight in some cases, were observed for SOV, HOV, and
Transit modes—and thus, the cubic specifications seem more empirically defensible than linear ones
over the range of observed values. Moreover, the focus is not on making inferences about these rela-
tionships but instead on predicting time given distance. Finally, SOV, HOV, and Transit modes within
a region will not serve travelers “door to door” within a region (e.g., transit may cover 70% of a trip
distance), and thus, distance and time are likely to be nonlinear for these modes in practice. Applying
these empirical relationships within the BI-MNL, once a non-chosen distance is imputed (using a prior
on the ratio of chosen distance described previously), time is imputed as a function of distance. When
this approach is taken, the priors on ratios for time are not needed in the BI-MNL model. Alternatively,
Equations (15)–(17) could have been estimated to relate distance as a function of time, and the priors
on ratios for distance would not be needed in the BI-MNL model. In Equations (15)–(17), priors are
placed on the equation coefficients and their standard errors. As was needed in model calibration pre-
viously, standard errors influence the observed variation in time values as a function of distance and
are adjusted so that imputed variation matches the variation in the calibration sample.
The calibrated BI-MNL model specification results in the ability to impute values based on random
draws from the conditional posterior distribution of missing variables given the observed variables and
model parameters with informative priors as described previously. The mean values obtained from this
multiple imputation Bayesian MNL model are assessed in the following section.
5. BAYESIAN IMPUTATION MULTINOMIAL LOGIT MODELING RESULTS
It is important to understand how the model is assessed. First, the BI-MNL model is calibrated using an
exogenous calibration sample, as described previously. Calibration is achieved when the BI-MNL
model log-likelihood with imputed data is similar to the log-likelihood obtained using the calibration
sample (using the same sample size and model specification). The remaining sample of 1070
households—the validation sample used to demonstrate this methodology—includes time and distance
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Figure 2. Travel time versus commute distance in calibration sample: non-motorized (upper left), single occupant
vehicle (SOV; upper right), high occupant vehicle (HOV; lower left), and transit (lower right).
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available. This is a known limitation of this approach; however, the methodology is the main
contribution, and this limitation is discussed later.
The remainder of this section describes the results of the variety of different tests to assess the goodness
of fit of imputed versus skim values of time and distance. To facilitate the discussion, a snapshot of the
imputed data output from the BI-MNL model is first presented. Table V shows the imputed results for
three respondents (chooser ID 11, 12, and 13). Alternatives are listed (1 through 4 corresponding to
NM, SOV, HOV, and transit modes, respectively), as is the indicator for choice; thus, respondent 11 chose
the SOV mode when surveyed. The BI-MNL model is used to impute time and distance for modes 1, 3,
and 4. For example, the skim time for NM is 70minutes, whereas the BI-MNL model imputed time is
48.66minutes. For respondent 13 (who also chose SOV), the NM skim time is 56.32minutes, whereas
the imputed time is 63.63minutes. Note that skim distances are the same across respondents because
the skims use the network distance between origin and destination TAZ zone centroids.
The imputed times and distances from the BI-MNL model across subjects are evaluated in the
remainder of this section. They are compared with skim times and distances, which are considered
as “truth” throughout the comparisons. In discussions that follow, the “truth” data set refers to the
complete set of data including skim derived times and distances, whereas the “imputed” data set refers
to the same data set with imputed times and distances.
5.1. Correlation matrices
The choice data sets (truth and imputed) reveal correlations among variables. The correlation coefficient
between imputed time and distance is 0.511, compared with the true correlation of 0.519—thus,
correlation between these variables has been substantively preserved in the imputed data. The correlation
of time and distance with other model variables is also replicated quite well, with all non-zero
correlations reflected in the imputed data. Many of the observed correlations are near zero, as were
imputed correlations, and thus, the model in no case produced a significant non-zero correlation in error.
5.2. Predicted travel time and commute distance
The average predicted travel time and commute distance for imputed and skim data sets are shown in
Table VI. The time is measured in minutes, and distance is measured in miles. As demonstrated
previously, the observed correlation between time and distance is preserved in the imputed data set.
Table V. Snapshot of skim and imputed time and distance values.
Respondent ID Alternative Choice Mean imputed time Mean imputed distance Skim time Skim distance
11 1 0 48.66 7.689 70 11.06
11 2 1 20.13 11.06 20.13 11.06
11 3 0 20.99 11.71 18.06 11.06
11 4 0 31.98 8.76 51.6 11.06
12 1 0 27.99 4.42 52.53 8.3
12 2 1 15.56 8.3 15.56 8.3
12 3 0 11.82 5.59 15.56 8.3
12 4 0 33.33 13.06 50.4 8.3
13 1 0 63.63 10.05 56.32 8.9
13 2 1 17.52 8.9 17.52 8.9
13 3 0 27.18 18.07 17.52 8.9
13 4 0 22.03 4.49 50.05 8.9
Key Concept #6: The validation sample was created by deleting all non-chosen time and distance
values (for which skims are actually known). The calibrated BI-MNL model is then used to impute
time and distance for this validation sample. In the assessment, the two data sets are compared: one
containing time and distance obtained from network skims and a data set containing time and dis-
tance imputed from the BI-MNL model. Recall that the BI-MNL model used to impute time and
distance is calibrated entirely on the smaller random calibration sample of households.
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As seen in the table, the average imputed time is 35.9minutes for the imputed data and 32.9minutes
for skim data, whereas average imputed distance is 11.4miles compared with 10.4miles.
5.3. Average and absolute difference in travel time and commute distance
The average difference for travel time and commute distance and the average absolute difference
reveal information about the variability in imputed compared with skim values. The former shows
the average difference where positive differences cancel with negatives, whereas the latter shows the
absolute value of differences. Table VII shows these average and average absolute differences. The
average differences are 2.9816minutes and 0.9883miles for time and distance, respectively, whereas
the average absolute differences are 16.077minutes and 5.547miles. The suspected reasons for these
differences are discussed in the next section.
The MNL models estimated on the skim and imputed data are used to reveal meaningful information
about the viability and reasonableness of the imputed values produced by the BI-MNL model and
provide the ability of imputed data to replicate observed choice behavior. Table VIII shows the
MNL results for the skim and imputed data sets.
TheMNLmodel results are quite similar for both data sets. Coefficient signs andmagnitudes are similar
across the models, and the models possess signs of coefficients as expected in practice. The travel time
coefficient for HOV is larger than that for SOV, reflecting the greater disutility of travel time in a ride share
situation. The significance of variables is similar across the models. The goodness of fit statistics are quite
similar; however, the imputed data set reveals slightly improved fit compared with the skim data set, as
reflected by the log-likelihood values, the rho-squared values, and the chi-squared values.
6. AVERAGE PREDICTED PROBABILITIES
Although examination of the MNL model estimates on imputed and skim data is insightful, additional
and perhaps greater insight is derived through examination of the predicted choice probabilities of
these models. The average predicted probabilities across the sample (i.e., P Cið Þ ¼
PM
n¼1P Cið Þn=M )
for the imputed and skim data sets are tabulated and compared in Table IX. In this table P(SOV),
P(HOV), P(Transit), and P(NM) are the probabilities of choosing the alternatives SOV, HOV, transit,
and NM modes averaged over the sample of choosers, respectively. Inspection of the table reveals that
Table VII. Average and absolute difference of predicted time and distance.
Average difference in travel time and distance for imputed and skim data sets*
Variable Mean
Average time difference (minutes) 2.9816
Average distance difference (miles) 0.9883
Average absolute difference in travel time and distance for imputed and skim data sets*
Variable Mean
Average absolute time difference (minutes) 16.0772
Average absolute distance difference (miles) 5.5476
*Imputed times and distances vary within zones, whereas skim times and distances do not.
Table VI. Average predicted travel time and commute distance.
Average travel time and distance
Variable Mean
Imputed data
Average travel time (minutes) 35.935
Average distance (miles) 11.433
Skim data
Average travel time (minutes) 32.953
Average distance (miles) 10.454
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average predicted probabilities are arbitrarily close, suggesting that the imputed values produce on
average the same choice probabilities as the skim derived time and distance variables.
Although the average predicted probabilities reveal that average choice behavior is duplicated on
average with the imputed data, it is possible that variation across choosers is relatively large. To
measure the variation across choosers, the mean difference between the predicted probabilities for
imputed and skim data sets is computed, such that PΔ Cið Þ ¼
PM
n¼1 P CObservedð Þ  P CImputed;i
  
=M.
Table IX shows the average differences and reveals that they are arbitrarily small. The largest differ-
ence, for example, is 0.03% for i= SOV.
6.1. Correlation between predicted probabilities
If imputed data are consistent with the choice process revealed in the validation data, then the predicted
choice probabilities between the skim and imputed MNL models should be highly correlated. The
predicted probabilities are consistently highly correlated, with the highest correlation being 0.971
for SOV and the lowest being 0.78 for NM travel. Not surprisingly, these modes reflect the most
and least often chosen modes, respectively.
7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The primary objective of this research was to develop a multivariate model for imputing unobserved
attribute values in the travel mode context. The theoretical development and validation of a
BI-MNL model for obtaining multiple imputations of non-chosen attribute values was described first.
Imputed values are based on random draws from the conditional posterior distribution of missing
variables, given the observed variables and model parameters with informative priors. Comparison
of BI-MNL model imputed and network skim derived time and distance values reveals close
agreement across a variety of statistical comparisons. The observed correlation between time and
distance (0.519) is well replicated between the imputed time and distance (0.511). An area of further
potential BI-MNL model refinement is revealed by the difference between skim and imputed time and
distance values, which differs on average by about 10%.
An evaluation of the BI-MNL model imputed time and distance values is afforded by comparing
MNL model estimation results using the skim and imputed data sets. These comparisons offer
compelling evidence that the choice behavior revealed using network skim derived time and distance
values is closely replicated with BI-MNL model imputed time and distance values. For example, the
average predicted probability difference (across the 1070 individuals in the validation sample) between
skim and imputed data MNL models for choosing SOV is 0.03% (SOV reflects the largest difference).
The correlation between predicted probabilities is 0.971 for choosing SOV and 0.784 for choosing
NM modes.
Although the results of the BI-MNL model suggest that imputing non-chosen attributes is feasible,
further model refinement and improvement is possible and even desirable. Because of data availability,
network skim values served as the calibration sample. However, network skim values are not ideal and
suffer from a host of network calibration problems and because network distance values are constant
across modes within an O-D pair and reflect zone centroid distances. Skim values are inaccurate
because the distance from zone i to zone j by car is likely to differ across individuals. Network derived
times also do not account for the distance differences that might occur within a TAZ. For these reasons,
a superior validation sample is needed to demonstrate the true potential of this approach. Alternatives
Table IX. Average predicted probabilities of choosing an alternative for imputed and skim data sets.
Alternative
(A) Average probability of
selection: validation data




Single occupant vehicle 0.8560 0.8596 0.0003
High occupant vehicle 0.0650 0.0648 0.0002
Transit 0.0531 0.0532 0.0001
Non-motorized 0.0220 0.0224 0.0004
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to the relationship between imputed times and distances also could be explored, using linear forms
with access time intercepts as perhaps more intuitively appealing specifications.
The use of network skim values causes a negative ripple effect on the calibration of the BI-MNL
model as described in this paper. First, because the log-likelihood is preserved in the BI-MNL model
calibration process (i.e., log-likelihood of BI-MNL model ffi log-likelihood of MNL model on skim
data), imputed times and distances will vary more than skim values to explain the revealed choice
behavior. In other words, whereas the skim distances (and to a lesser extent times) are constant across
mode within an individual, the imputed distances vary across modes for an individual (again see
Table V), consistent with actual travel situations. This limitation of network skim derived times and
distances in the calibration of the BI-MNL model is likely to explain the observed differences in the
values of times and distances between imputed and skim values. Specifically, using network skim data
for the calibration sample produces no within-zone variation in time and distance, yet the imputed data
do contain within-zone variation. As a result, average differences are small (all travel times within a
zone perform well), but absolute average differences within a zone are large and contribute to this poor
goodness of fit statistic. This ripple effect of using network skims to calibrate the BI-MNL model can
be overcome with a robust implementation plan including but not limited to the use of improved
calibration data, as described in the next section.
8. IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
Two practice-oriented outcomes would motivate the use of this approach for obtaining unobserved
choice attributes. The first is the desire to examine the impact of travel choice policies, prices, or
projects on travelers’ mode choices within zones. For example, the marginal impact of expanded rural
bus transit on households within large rural TAZs would be well served with intrazonal variation in
attributes as compared with average zonal values typically applied using alternative approaches. An
analyst’s desire to capture travel preferences within zones is well served by this approach.
A second motivation might arise from a desire to replace zonal skims and their known associated
inaccuracies by collecting detailed survey information on a subset of households and then imputing
unobserved attributes for the complete sample. Although this approach requires costly and perhaps
more onerous respondent load for the subsample needed to acquire attribute information across all
mode choices, the resulting complete data set would provide richer and more complete information
than obtained using more traditional methods, particular in regard to within zone attributes.
A practical implementation of this approach remains as further research. It should intend to demon-
strate the advantages of imputing within-zone variation of unobserved mode attributes for all travelers.
One surely can argue that within-zone variation in travel exists to a significant degree as evidenced by
heterogeneity in travel choices within zones. This variation could inform transportation planning
activities with additional and important insights as to the impacts of travel policies, pricing, and
programs and their market penetration within transportation analysis zones.
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